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Whitehall preparations for EU Exit

Summary
The Public Accounts Committee has been examining preparations for the UK leaving
the European Union since the referendum in 2016, and we remain concerned that issues
at the border and business readiness for new trade rules still need to be resolved.
We have raised concerns about preparedness in 12 reports and in multiple hearings.
In this report we step back to look at how Whitehall has functioned in the face of the
challenge of leaving the EU and see what lessons can be taken for how government
handles major change.
Preparing for the UK’s departure from the EU has been a huge challenge for
Government. Not only is there significant work still ongoing to prepare for the end
of the transition period, now only weeks away at time of drafting, with no deal yet
finalised, but government must also manage the response to the Covid-19 pandemic. It
has also stated plans to move the UK to a net zero greenhouse gas emissions economy.
The past four years of preparations for EU Exit have provided examples of both good
and bad practice which government can learn from in facing other challenges.
The Government established a simplified governance structure on EU Exit with the
aim of making it clearer where to go for decisions, and the same committee structure
is being used to manage Covid-19 and net zero plans. Information-sharing with
departments, and the working relationships between key oversight functions, have
improved. But EU Exit and Covid-19 have exposed gaps in government’s planning
mechanisms, particularly in areas which are contentious. And this Committee has seen
the challenges of embedding cross-departmental collaboration in much of our previous
work. Preparations for EU Exit also highlighted, again, the longstanding problems with
the Treasury’s ability to track cross-government spending, which hinders government’s
ability to direct resources and ensure spending represents the best value for money.
Government’s high use of consultants risks wasting taxpayers money unless this use
is managed both in terms of the quality of their work and government’s ability to
bring skills in-house where possible. There is also a big risk that outsourcing will mean
knowledge and experience on these big issue challenges will not be retained in the civil
service. We have raised concerns repeatedly in the past about government’s grip on
cross-government spending and on use of consultants and are concerned that action in
these areas remains very slow.
There are significant risks to the country being ready for the end of the transition period
on 31 December 2020. But government still only seems to be taking limited responsibility
for that readiness. A recent government survey suggests that 36% of SMEs expect that
the transition period will be extended, and the Cabinet Office does not know how many
of the remaining 64% will actually be ready. This Committee has repeatedly raised
concerns about Government engagement with key stakeholders, including businesses.
Government needs to act more urgently to resolve the issue now, and to plan for the
impact in the future. There is still a significant risk of disruption connected to the short
Channel crossings. In previous reports we have repeatedly raised concerns about the
readiness of key border systems and been assured that they are on track or that delays
are being managed. And yet these border systems remain in development and plans for
managing disruption or prioritisation of key goods are unclear.
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Introduction
The UK voting to leave the EU created a significant challenge for government to develop
policy and deliver the practical changes needed to leave the EU. Every department has
been affected by EU Exit. They have had to prepare for multiple potential outcomes,
work together on key issues and engage stakeholders who would also have to take action
to be ready. At the peak, 22,000 civil servants worked on preparations, and collectively
departments had spent at least £4.4 billion on their preparations up to 31 January 2020.
The effort is ongoing, with 15,000 civil servants currently working on preparations for the
end of the transition period. The Cabinet Office is currently responsible for oversight of
preparations, through its Transition Task Force and Border and Protocol Delivery Group,
since the Department for Exiting the EU was disbanded in January 2020. The government
now faces other challenges of a similar magnitude to EU Exit preparations, such as the
response to the Covid-19 pandemic and work to meet the net zero emissions target. These
challenges will require departments to work more closely together than usual, to work in
new ways and at speed, and to deal with uncertainty.
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Conclusions and recommendations
1.

We remain extremely concerned about the risk of serious disruption and delay
at the short Channel crossings. There are multiple dates in 2021 from which new
requirements for businesses on importing and exporting to the EU will take effect.
Industry bodies have said that government has not provided key information needed
by businesses to prepare, such as detailed guidance on how to apply for simplified
customs procedures. New systems, including the core Goods Vehicle Movement
Service (GVMS), are still in the testing and development stage and this testing is
expected to be ongoing right up into December, leaving little margin before they
must be operational. The market for customs agents is not expanding at the pace
it needs to meet the increased demand post transition despite an additional £50
million in funding announced by the government. In the event of major delays at the
short Channel crossings, there are plans to prioritise certain goods, such as exports
of day-old chicks and fish for human consumption and additional freight capacity
has been procured for the imports of critical goods. A border impact centre is being
developed to manage disruption but is facing issues in securing access to data. The
infrastructure in Kent to hold HGVs in case of delays is also still in development,
with one of the two sites still to be acquired when we took evidence in early October.
Recommendation: The Committee will shortly be reporting separately and more
fully on border preparations.

2.

Government is not doing enough to ensure businesses and citizens will be ready
for the end of the transition period, and it is unclear what has been learnt from
the previous ‘Get ready for Brexit’ campaign. The Cabinet Office launched a new
communications campaign, ‘The UK’s new start: let’s get going’, in July. Its aim
is to inform businesses and the public about what actions they need to take to be
ready for the end of the transition period. Government survey data suggests that
36% of SMEs still believe the transition period will be extended, and the Cabinet
Office does not know whether the remaining 64% have taken action to be ready. The
Cabinet Office acknowledges the key lesson from its ‘Get ready for Brexit’ campaign
is that it should track actions taken in response, rather than just measuring public
awareness. The Cabinet Office plans to intensify communications as the deadline
approaches but it is unclear if it has the necessary information on levels of readiness
among businesses and individuals to successfully target this campaign. Current
levels of readiness and a decrease in travel due to the Covid-19 pandemic mean
some businesses and members of the public may not look for help or guidance until
they plan to travel or import/export goods, which could be some time after the
transition period has passed.
Recommendation: Government must maximise all remaining opportunities for
getting businesses and individuals to act in the time remaining to January 2021. It
must ensure it has adequate information on what third parties are doing to take
action, not just relying on surveys of awareness.
Government needs to ensure ongoing communications and support for businesses
and individuals who may only consider taking action well after 1 January 2021,
such as when Covid-19 travel restrictions are eased.
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3.

Government continues to spend too much on consultants to undertake work
that could be better done by civil servants, and does not do enough to utilise or
develop skills and experience in-house. At the peak, more than 22,000 civil servants
worked on EU exit, and at present that number is around 15,000. The civil service
responded to this demand by moving staff between departments—two thirds of
staff in DExEU came on secondment from other departments. A similar approach
has been taken on a larger scale to respond to the Covid-19 pandemic. There has
been high turnover among staff working on EU Exit, particularly at senior levels.
Government has made extensive use of consultants to support preparations for EU
Exit, and is also doing so on Covid-19, to fill supposed gaps in the capacity and skills
of the civil service. The Treasury anticipates that consultancy and contingent labour
will be an area of focus in the 2020 spending review to ensure departments are
making the best use of spending in this area. The Cabinet Office intends to reduce
government’s spending on consultants, by developing additional capacity and skills
in-house to reduce the need for consultants.
Recommendation: Government should set out how it will ensure it has a full and
frank assessment of the impact of cross-government working/working on complex
issues on civil servants. This should include both likely positive outcomes in terms
of skills or experience gained from working in different departments, and also
negative impacts such as workload, resilience and the likelihood of burnout.
Government should accelerate its plans to reduce its reliance on consultants. It
needs better challenge of spending on consultants; clear plans to transition skills
in-house where there isn’t obvious business need for short-term staff; and then
monitoring of progress both in terms of decreasing spending and increasing skills
levels in the civil service.

4.

EU Exit preparations involved more than 22,000 civil servants at the peak and
have cost at least £4.4 billion. But there has been no serious attempt to reflect
and capture lessons for other challenges that government faces. Every government
department has been affected by preparations for EU Exit and this has put pressure
on government’s ability to manage cross-government coordination and decisionmaking. Government has made changes to the way the process has been managed.
The ministerial structure now consists of just two committees, one focused on
operations and one focused on strategy, and it is clearer where to go for decisions.
The Cabinet Office reports that it shares more information on preparations with
departments. The key oversight functions, particularly the Transition Task Force
and the Border and Protocol Delivery Group now all sit together within the Cabinet
Office, which we are told has resulted in a closer working relationship. Government
has recognised that other challenges it faces, such as the response to Covid-19, will
also require cross-government working, working at pace, or working in new ways.
The Cabinet Office feels that it has learnt a lot from EU Exit and put it into a practice
via a process of continuous improvement. However, it has no plans to conduct a
formal review of the preparations, relying on the National Audit Office’s work to
identify lessons, rather than also choosing to do its own significant review of what
it can learn for the future.
Recommendation: The Cabinet Office should conduct a formal review, including
seeking input from third parties (particularly the devolved administrations and
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local government) and covering the whole period of preparations. This should be
done early in 2021 when there’s a chance to see how plans have held up in reality
post-transition. It should cover structures, communications and oversight—areas
which can be applied to other cross-government undertakings.
5.

EU Exit and the Covid-19 response have shown up critical gaps in the civil
service’s approach to planning, particularly for unexpected events or undesired
outcomes. The Cabinet Office keeps a national risk register, with input from across
government and particularly the Treasury. The risk register includes “unexpected
events” in terms of those that are irregular but known to occur, and those which
may not have occurred before but which there may be a chance of occurring.
However, in practice, recent events have shown up the limitations in these plans.
Ministers specifically limited the amount of contingency planning the civil service
was expected to carry out ahead of the EU Exit referendum in 2016. This led to a
delay on negotiating positions and preparations as government had to take time
after the referendum to formulate policy and determine what type of agreement
they wanted to have with the EU. Our previous work on Covid-19 has highlighted
the gaps in economic planning for pandemics, even though the risk of a pandemic
was one of the most likely risks government had identified. The government has
announced that there will be a review of its response to Covid-19, but so far only
initial discussions have been held and no date has been set.
Recommendation: The civil service has a duty to plan for multiple scenarios,
even those which it or Ministers considers unlikely or undesirable. Civil servants
should seek formal instruction if told not to plan by Ministers. Planning should be
proportionate to the risk, but there should be mechanisms for activity to ramp up
as risks get bigger. For example, on EU Exit, we would have expected increasing
levels of planning from when the referendum commitment appeared in the
Conservative Party manifesto. The civil service should consider the development
of standard principles, particularly for planning for unexpected scenarios, which
would put government in a better position to respond quickly.

6.

Government still does not have a good grip on how much taxpayers’ money is being
spent on cross-government priorities. The Treasury has acknowledged the need for
more timely, transparent financial information on cross-government areas of work,
including both EU Exit and the Covid-19 response. Before the NAO’s analysis, it did
not have its own comprehensive information on government spending on EU Exit
for 2019–20 or any earlier period, although it is now tracking information in-year
for 2020–21. It has relied on departmental processes to ensure money on EU Exit
has been used as expected. Departments are expected to publish information on EU
Exit spending in their 2019–20 Annual Reports, but these have been delayed due to
Covid-19 and the Treasury has identified inconsistencies in what has been presented
so far. The Treasury plans to use its new OSCAR II finance system to collect better
information from departments in the future, and this functionality is planned to be
introduced in phases over the next year. It is not clear how this system will overcome
difficulties in recording data from multiple bodies, especially that which does not fit
into accounting categories, such as spending on Covid-19 or EU Exit.
Recommendation: The Treasury should set out how it plans in future to have the
additional tools needed to deal with cross-government spending issues, over and
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above the existing Accounting Officer framework of control. This should cover how
it will assure the quality and consistency of information departments provide,
and how its systems will provide meaningful information on areas of spending
which don’t meet “accounting definitions”.
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1 Learning from EU Exit preparations
1. On the basis of a report by the Comptroller and Auditor General, we took evidence
from the Cabinet Office and HM Treasury (the Treasury) about the learning for government
from preparations for EU Exit.1 The C&AG’s report drew together lessons from 28 previous
reports by the National Audit Office examining government’s preparations for the UK
leaving the EU.2
2. The outcome of the EU referendum created a significant challenge for government.
Every department has been affected by EU Exit to varying degrees. They have had to
undertake a significant programme of work, including formulating new policies, preparing
primary and secondary legislation, procuring goods and services, and designing and
implementing new systems. Departments had to work together on issues which spanned
departmental boundaries, such as preparations for the border or to ensure the supply of
critical goods such as medicines. Government has also had to ensure other stakeholders,
from devolved administrations to businesses and individuals, were consulted and took
appropriate action.3 This involved significant communications campaigns, including
the ‘Get ready for Brexit’ campaign launched before the 31 October 2019 deadline.
Departments also had to plan for multiple potential outcomes, depending on whether
the UK left with or without a deal, and respond to changing deadlines as the date the
UK left the EU changed. At the peak, 22,000 civil servants worked on preparations, and
collectively departments had spent at least £4.4 billion on their preparations up to 31
January 2020.4
3. The Department for Exiting the EU was set up in July 2016 with responsibility for
coordinating the delivery of EU Exit preparations across government. The Cabinet Office
is currently responsible for oversight of preparations, through its Transition Task Force
and Border and Protocol Delivery Group, since the Department for Exiting the EU was
disbanded in January 2020.5
4. The UK left the EU on 31 January 2020 and entered a transition period where EU
rules continued to apply. This transiti on period will come to an end on 31 December
2020. There is significant work still ongoing on preparations for the end of the transition
period, and the Cabinet Office told us this involves 15,000 civil servants at present.6
5. The government now faces other challenges of a similar magnitude to EU Exit
preparations, such as the response to the Covid-19 pandemic and work to meet the net
zero emissions target. These challenges will require departments to work more closely
together than usual, to work in new ways and at speed, and to deal with uncertainty.7

Cross-government coordination
6. Every government department has been affected by preparations for EU Exit. This
has required a significant effort in terms of cross-government coordination, which formed
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

C&AG’s Report, Learning for government from EU Exit preparations, Session 2019–20, HC 578, 4 September 2020
C&AG’s Report, para 4
C&AG’s Report, para 2
C&AG’s Report, para 1
Q 19; C&AG’s Report, paras 13, 25
Q 20; C&AG’s Report, para 3
C&AG’s Report, para 8
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a major part of the work of the Department for Exiting the EU and is now the role of
the Transition Task Force within the Cabinet Office.8 The Border and Protocol Delivery
Group, formerly the Border Delivery Group, has also moved into the Cabinet Office and
the Cabinet Office believes that this has resulted in a closer working relationship between
the coordinating functions.9 However the Cabinet Office asserts that the majority of
responsibility and resources for preparations lie within departments.10
7. The Cabinet Office relies on information departments provide on their readiness
to identify the highest risk elements of the programme, although it continues to use
specialist support from the Infrastructure and Projects Authority to review projects and
also uses commercial and digital experts to assess departments’ readiness.11 The Cabinet
Office told us that it has taken the approach of a “culture of openness and informationsharing” in managing coordination, which contrasts with the Department for Exiting the
EU’s culture of secrecy and restriction of information. As an example, the Cabinet Office
said that it was sharing with departments both milestone information about their own
projects, and operational readiness across the country.12
8. The Cabinet Office set out the current governance and decision-making structures
for EU Exit.13 There are two ministerial committees, one focused on operations which
currently meets daily and one focused on strategy which meets less often. At an official
level, there is a programme board and regular meetings of senior officials across
government involved in EU Exit and transition preparations.14 The Cabinet Office feels
that the ministerial structure has worked well, to achieve consensus and for “cracking
through” decision-making.15 It feels that it represents a concentration and simplification
of decision-making structures, compared to those which existed earlier on EU Exit.16 It
has also replicated the same two-committee structure at a ministerial level for work on
Covid-19 and on climate change.17
9. The Cabinet Office recognises that other challenges government faces, such as the
response to Covid-19, will also require cross-government working, working at pace, or
working in new ways.18 The Cabinet Office feels that it has learnt a lot from EU Exit
and put it into a practice via a process of continuous improvement, which has allowed
it to apply lessons “every week and every month”.19 The Cabinet Office gave examples of
how this was working operationally, such as in getting businesses to apply for Economic
Operators Registration and Identification (EORI) numbers, and when considering how
to redistribute the responsibilities of the Department for Exiting the EU.20 The Cabinet
Office confirmed that it has no plans to conduct a formal review of the preparations to set
out what it can learn for the future.21 Instead, it is relying on the National Audit Office’s
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Q 19; C&AG’s Report, para 19
Qq 19, 57–58; C&AG’s Report, para 25
Q 20
Qq 19–20; C&AG’s Report, para 23
Qq 80–81; C&AG’s Report, para 28
Q 19
Q 4; C&AG’s Report, para 21
Qq 4, 20, 44, 6
Q 45
Q 19, 110
Q 48
Qq 36, 38
Q 39
Q 37
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work to identify lessons. The Cabinet Office described a process of comparing the National
Audit Office’s recommendations to current practice in the key areas of decision-making,
innovation, information-sharing and considerable possible future scenarios. The Cabinet
Office highlighted some specific actions which had been taken as a result, including
expedited processes in the Treasury which have been used to provide additional funding
for the border, sharing assumptions for the reasonable worst-case scenario for disruption
at the short Channel crossings, and developing plans for the structures and resource flows
needed to cope with the combination of EU Exit, Covid-19 and other external factors.22
We recognise the value of taking action quickly via continuous improvement activity and
are pleased that the Cabinet Office is reflecting on the National Audit Office’s insights.
However, we are concerned that government is being complacent about what it can learn
and should take a step back and reflect itself on its preparations to date.23

Planning
10. The Cabinet Office has a key role in ensuring government is ready to respond to unexpected
and unprecedented events. It is responsible for coordinating civil contingencies response to
unexpected events, conducting COBRA meetings, working with local resilience forums and with
devolved administrations.24 The Cabinet Office also keeps a national risk register which includes
“unexpected events” in terms of those that are irregular but known to occur, such as weather
events. It also includes those which may not have occurred before but which there may be a chance
of occurring. Examples of these sorts of events have included the Iraq war and the global financial
crisis.25 Planning for risks on the risk register is managed with input from across government. In
particular, the Treasury also works to formulate and assess the plans in the risk register.26
11. Recent events have shown up the limitations in government’s forward planning capability
when put into practice. Ministers specifically limited the amount of contingency planning the civil
service was expected to carry out ahead of the EU Exit referendum in 2016.27 While the Cabinet
Office felt that was a reasonable position for ministers to take, it admitted that this decision had
led to a delay on negotiating positions and preparations as government had to take time after the
referendum to formulate policy and determine what type of agreement they wanted to have with
the EU, at time when the speed of the response was critical.28 The Cabinet Office said that it had
done work during the most recent election to prepare based on party manifestos, acknowledging
that the civil service sometimes has a role which does not depend on ministerial input.29 While
the Cabinet Office was not aware of any other areas where the civil service has asked to carry out
planning work and has been told it cannot, we are sceptical that this provides any assurance that
such an issue may not later come to light.30
12. Our previous work on Covid-19 has highlighted the gaps in economic planning for
pandemics, even though the risk of a pandemic was one of the most likely risks government had
identified. In July 2020, we recommended that the Cabinet Office should review its contingency
planning for the most serious risks and ensure that these consider whole-of-government impacts,
including economic modelling, and we will monitor how government responds to the issue.31
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Q 44
Q 38
Q 4; C&AG’s Report, Contingency preparations for exiting the EU with no deal, Session 2017–19, HC 2058, 12
March 2019, pages 10–12
Q6
Qq 8–9
Q 15; C&AG’s Report, para 11
Qq 15–16
Q 43
Q 17
Q5; Whole of Government Response to COVID-19, Thirteenth Report of Session 2019–21, HC 404 dated 16 July
2020 and Published on 23 July 2020
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The government has announced that there will be a review of its response to Covid-19, which the
Cabinet Office expects will provide some lessons for the future in terms of how the pandemic has
affected different parts of the economy and different parts of the country.32 However the review
has not yet progressed beyond the scoping stage. The Cabinet Office informed us that so far only
initial discussions have been held and no date has been set.33

Financial Management
13. Government spent £4.4 billion on preparations for EU Exit between the referendum
and January 2020.34 The Treasury admitted that it had not itself asked departments to
provide information on their expenditure on EU Exit which it could consolidate to get
an overall picture of spending for any period prior to 2019–20. In 2019–20 it had asked
departments to publish information on EU Exit spending in their 2019–20 Annual Reports,
but these have been delayed due to Covid-19 and the Treasury has identified inconsistencies
in what has been presented so far. The Treasury is now tracking information in-year for
2020–21.35 However, the Treasury is still consolidating departments’ expenditure for the
first half of 2020–21 and information on devolved administrations’ spending on EU Exit
will not be available until spring 2021 in the supplementary estimates.36
14. The Treasury has relied on existing departmental processes within the system of
Accounting Officer accountability to ensure money on EU Exit has been used as expected.37
We do not believe that this is sufficient, given the weaknesses identified by the NAO in the
information departments hold, particularly in regards to the tracking of staff time.38
15. The Treasury has acknowledged the need for more timely, transparent financial
information on cross-government areas of work, including both EU Exit and the
Covid-19 response.39 In the past, it has said that this is particularly difficult because these
areas of work do not fit into accounting categories used to collect data.40 The Treasury
expects that its new OSCAR II finance system will enable it to collect better information
from departments and arm’s-length bodies in the future. It set out plans to introduce
functionality which would allow it over the next year to collect data on cash forecasting
as well as programme data.41 It is not clear to us how this functionality will allow the
Treasury to collect data on cross-government areas of work, or how it will address concerns
about the consistency of data. We are also concerned at the speed at which the OSCAR II
programme has been delivered, since it has been in the making for five or six years and
still is not scheduled to begin to collect data until next year.42

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42

Q5
Qq 13–14
C&AG’s Report, para 33; C&AG’s Report, The cost of EU Exit preparations, Session 2019–21, HC 102, 6 March
2020, page 7
Qq 63–6
Qq 64, 83–84
Q 65; C&AG’s Report, para 31
Q 63; C&AG’s Report, paras 27, 32
Q 63
Committee of Public Accounts, Whole of Government Accounts, Seventy-Fourth Report of Session 2017–19, HC
464, 25 January 2019; C&AG’s Report, The cost of EU Exit preparations, Session 2019–21, HC 102, 6 March 2020,
page 25
Qq 68, 72
Q7
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Staffing and use of consultants
16. At the peak, more than 22,000 civil servants worked on EU Exit, and at present the
Cabinet Office reports that the number is around 15,000.43 The civil service responded
to this demand by moving staff between departments. In particular two thirds of staff in
DExEU came on secondment from other departments and many were drawn from the fast
stream. A dedicated hub within the civil service human resources function co-ordinated
the movement of thousands of civil servants to meet EU Exit priorities.44 The Cabinet
Office told us that a similar approach had been taken in terms of pivoting staff to respond
to the Covid-19 pandemic and that this had a particularly acute effect on preparations for
EU Exit in the period April to June 2020.45
17. There has been high turnover among staff working on EU Exit, particularly at senior
levels. DExEU has had three Permanent Secretaries, the Border Delivery Group has had
three Director-Generals, and there have been changes at Permanent Secretary grade in
key Departments impacted by EU Exit, including Defra and HMRC.46 The Cabinet Office
believes that the large majority of staff who left DExEU during its operation or since it
was disbanded, have either returned to their ‘parent’ departments or, in the case of fast
streamers, moved on to another role. While we asked the Cabinet Office whether efforts
were made to capture learning from these staff before they returned to their departments or
moved elsewhere, there was no indication that any specific activity had been undertaken.47
18. Demands on the civil servants working on the Covid-19 pandemic response and/or
EU Exit have been high at a time when many are having to adjust to new ways of remote
working.48 The Cabinet Office believes that morale across staff working on these two
priorities remains high despite these challenges and believes the results from its ongoing
people survey will confirm this.49 However, it is not clear if it has considered what impact
working in this challenging environment will have on staff resilience.
19. Government has made extensive use of consultants to support preparations for EU
Exit, and is also doing so on Covid-19. This Committee has raised concerns in the past
about government’s increasing spend on consultants, and on the gap between the Cabinet
Office’s and departments’ data on spending across government.50 The Treasury explained
that consultants had been used as ‘substitutes for civil servants’, to fill supposed gaps in
capacity and skills of the civil service. Both the Cabinet Office and the Treasury agreed
with us that this was an area of concern, and plan to take action to reduce this spending
in the future. The Treasury and the Cabinet Office have worked to update the definition
of consultancy, and now use that single definition for all financial reporting. The Treasury
anticipates that this will enable consultancy and contingent labour to be an area of focus
in the 2020 spending review to ensure departments are making the best use of spending
in this area.51
20. The Cabinet Office set out that there is sometimes a need for consultants with
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Q 101; C&AG’s Report, para 15
Qq 53, 54; C&AG’s Report, para 26
Qq 5, 18
Qq 46, 53; C&AG’s Report para 17
Q 53
Q5
Qq 108–109
Committee of Public Accounts, Brexit Consultancy Costs, One Hundred and Twelfth Report of Session 2017–19,
HC 2342, 12 September 2019
Qq 74–75, 78
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specialist skills, or temporary staff to work on short-term projects, which we recognise,
but agreed that as a whole government made too much use of consultants and contractors.
It intends to reduce government’s spending on consultants, working with departments
to developing additional capacity and skills in-house to reduce the need for consultants.
This work is particularly focussed on core skills, particularly in the digital area. We look
forward to seeing the success of these initiatives, as set out by the Cabinet Office, in
reduced expenditure on consultants and contractors, and clear evidence of the increased
skill level of civil servants.52
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2 Preparations for the end of the
transition period
Communications
21. The Cabinet Office launched a new communications campaign, ‘The UK’s new start:
let’s get going’, in July. Its aim is to inform businesses and the public about what actions
they need to take to be ready for the end of the transition period.53 The campaign has a
budget of £70 million through to the end of March 2021.54 The previous communications
campaign, ‘Get ready for Brexit’, which was in place ahead of the 31 October 2019 deadline
and which had a budget of £100 million.55 The Cabinet Office informed us that it had
responded to the recommendations in that report in terms of improving monitoring
information through the development of key performance indicators for its latest campaign
with established baselines and tracking of progress on a monthly basis.56 It acknowledged
that the key lesson from its ‘Get ready for Brexit’ campaign is that it should track actions
taken in response, rather than just measuring public awareness.57
22. Despite the new campaign having been underway for some time, there remains
a significant risk that businesses and individuals will not be ready for the end of the
transition period. Government survey data suggests that 36% of SMEs still believe the
transition period will be extended.58 The picture is changing rapidly, and the percentage
had come down from 43% to 36% in the last month.59 However, the Cabinet Office does
not know whether the remaining 64% have taken action to be ready.60 The Cabinet Office
reports that it has seen progress on other actions taken by individuals and businesses
to be ready. For example, the Cabinet Office says 3.91 million EU nationals in the UK
have registered for the EU settlement scheme, meeting its expected target. The Cabinet
Office also informed us that more than 90% of businesses have completed the necessary
registrations for getting an economic operator registration and identification (EORI)
number, which will be required for moving goods between the UK and the EU.61 The
Cabinet Office plans to intensify communications as the deadline approaches, and work
with third parties such as business representative organisations or intermediaries to
reach small businesses in particular. We are not convinced that the Cabinet Office has
the necessary information on levels of readiness among businesses and individuals to
successfully target this campaign.62
23. The Covid-19 pandemic has had an impact on readiness for EU Exit. The Cabinet
Office is concerned that the primary focus of many small businesses during this year has
been the impact of the pandemic on their business, rather than preparing for EU Exit.
Current levels of readiness among businesses and a decrease in travel due to the Covid-19
53
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pandemic mean some businesses and members of the public may not look for help or
guidance until they plan to travel or import/export goods, which could be some time
after the transition period has passed.63 For example, following transition individuals
wishing to travel to the EU will need to check they have 6 months on their passport and,
if relevant, whether they have the right health insurance, driving license and necessary
information about pet travel, all of which could require actions taken in advance of
travel.64 Government must therefore make sure that it has tools in place beyond the end
of the transition period to support individuals and businesses respond to the changing
requirements for business and travel within the EU. HMRC business helplines will still be
open at the end of December.65 However, the Cabinet Office did not explain to what extent
this and other support will be extended beyond EU Exit.

Preparations at the border
24. Although the Cabinet Office believes it has been clear that businesses need to be
ready for the end of the transition period, there are multiple dates in 2021 from which new
requirements for businesses on importing and exporting to the EU will take effect.66 In
February this year government announced that there would be full introduction of controls
at the end of the transition period, include export controls required by the EU. However,
due to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on businesses and the border industry,
government decided to phase in import controls to allow more time for preparations to be
made by all parties.67 The first phase of import controls will be introduced on 1 January
2021 covering basic customs requirements and checks on controlled goods and high-risk
live animals and plants. Further controls on products of animal and plant origin will
operate from 1 April 2021 and full controls and import declarations will be required from
1 July.68 This will require businesses to be aware of what actions they need to take to be
compliant at each stage. Actions required by businesses to move goods to or from the EU
following EU Exit will also depend on the sector their business operates in, if they are a
regulated business, and whether they employ EU nationals.69
25. We are concerned that industry bodies have said that government has not provided
key information needed by businesses to prepare, such as detailed guidance on how to
apply for simplified customs procedures.70 The Cabinet Office provided an update on the
status of two specific systems. The Goods Vehicle Movement Service (GVMS) is a new
core HMRC system that will be required for July 2021 for the full implementation of
import controls, though it will be used in a more limited scope for transit functionality at
the border at the end of December. GVMS is currently in the testing stage and the Cabinet
Office believes the testing will be completed in early December. “Check an HGV is ready
to cross the border”, previously called Smart Freight, is a web service which the Cabinet
Office told us will be available on GOV.UK. and is designed to minimise disruption at the
border through allowing drivers and hauliers to check they have the necessary paperwork
in place to cross the border successfully. If documentation is missing, then it will indicate
63
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to the user that they should not travel until the correct documentation is in place. If all
documentation is present, then it should link to the issuing of a Kent Access Permit to the
user. This service will be mandatory for all drivers and hauliers using the short Channel
crossings. However, it will not be operational until the end of December. We are concerned
in both cases that the timetables given leave little margin before they must be operational
and, in the case of the “Check an HGV is ready to cross the border” service, it is not clear
what time there will be for users to become familiar with the system.71
26. The Cabinet Office admitted that the market for customs agents is not expanding
at the pace it needs to meet the increased demand post transition, despite an additional
£50 million in funding announced by the government. This was an extension of previous
funding of £34 million which had been used up. To date these two grant schemes have
funded just over 20,000 training courses and just over 16,000 pieces of IT.72
27. In the event of major delays at the short Channel crossings, the Cabinet Office told us
that there are plans to prioritise certain goods, such as exports of day-old chicks and fish
for human consumption, and that additional freight capacity has been procured for the
import of critical goods.73 The Cabinet Office said it is developing a border impact centre to
manage disruption but is facing issues in securing access to data held by other government
departments. The infrastructure in Kent to hold HGVs in case of delays is also still in
development, with one of the two sites still to be acquired when we took evidence in early
October.74 It is not clear how the geographical travel restrictions introduced for Covid-19
may complicate the movement of freight, although the Cabinet Office is confident the
processes used to ensure freight flowed through the national lockdown will work through
the winter.75
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Formal minutes
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Introduction agreed to.
Conclusions and recommendations agreed to.
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Ordered, That the Chair make the Report to the House.
Ordered, That embargoed copies of the Report be made available, in accordance with the
provisions of Standing Order No. 134.
[Adjourned till Monday 30 November at 1:45pm
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